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SYNOPSIS:

There have steadily been growing the varieties of the Robotic Games in the world. Those activities are important from both education and research viewpoint to the future of the intelligent robotic system:

1. They will attract many people, including the young students and senior citizens, for their interests of their careers. Young will have chance to devote their possible future in the robotics, while senior will participate based on their abundant experiences.

2. They will surely raise the young research scientists with enthusiasms in Robotic research communities and also give opportunities to the senior to make use of their skill and knowledge.

It goes without saying that Robotics covers almost all engineering fields, including Electronics, Computer science, Mechanical system and design, Energy and communication, Material science, Chemical Engineering, Micro engineering, Psychology, Societal System, and other disciplines. Certainly people have to know every discipline, but need more time to learn through theory and practice. The basic science and technology should utilize these opportunities for the realization of the future intelligent human life.
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